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Introduction:

Pregnantwomenexperience, anambivalence feelings andemotionsduringpregnancy, causinga signi-
ficant impact on the transition to parenthood and adjustment process to the maternal role [1]. Our
qualitative researchwill allowpregnantwomen todescribe their experienceand themaindifficulties in this
transition, allowing us to develop appropriate interventions facilitating the transition to parenthood. Our
aim is describe the pregnancy experience, recognition and accepting thematernal role.
Methods:
The qualitative study with descriptive phenomenological approach it was performed at a purposive

sampleconsistingof35women, in the third trimesterofpregnancy.The interviewsoccur in twocenterhos-
pitals from Portugal and were conducted by two experienced researchers in the field of expertise. The
researcher’s relationwith the intervieweeswere strictly professional. The eligibility criteria that we use in
this research was: inclusion criteria - maternal age ≥ 35A; primiparity; pregnant/healthy fetus and exclu-
sioncriteria -multiplepregnancy;mental/psychiatric illness.Curiouslynoone refused toparticipate in this
study.After informed consent, the interview was conducted by two questions: “What is your pregnancy
experience?” and “what were the main feelings and emotions that you experienced in pregnancy?”.
Data were analyzed according to the descriptive phenomenological method ofAmedeo Giorgi [2]. From
data analysis of the qualitative study, we proceed to the transformation of the units ofmeaning, perceiving
themeaningof thephenomenological reductionand the imaginativevariation, being important in the iden-
tification of the essential structures of the phenomenon.

Results:

From the data, 35women aremore representative between35 and39years old.Wealso show that there
is less representation of the sample between 40 and 45 years, a fact thatmay be related to the decline in fer-
tility after 35 years [3]. Our sample includes pregnant women with ≥35 years, and it´s curious that the
interviewees refer, that in this age they aremoremature and prepare to be amother, which reflects a better
acceptance of the maternal role. In the analysis of the speech the maternal experiences of the transition to
parentingduringpregnancy emerged as an essential structure the context:Transition to parenthood and the
awareness to thematernal role. In this context, emerge the followingkeyconstituents: (i)Pregnancyexper-
ience; (ii) Pregnancy feelings; (iii) Feel prepared to be a mother; (iiii) Changes and discomforts in
pregnancy:

(i) Pregnancy experience

“It´s a verypositive experience andallowsme to experience anddiscover newsensations and emotions
(…) feel the baby'smovements for the first time, see him on the ultrasound, hear his heart (…) feel that we
have a baby growing inside us, it iswonderful…”G6

(ii) Pregnancy feelings

“ I'm experiencing pregnancy with a great happiness, but at the same time, very calmly, to enjoy every
moment, it is a unique experience!”G3

(iii) Feel prepared to be a mother

“we decided to wait until now because (…) we see the arrival of a baby, in a different way, with more
responsibly andmaturity.”G15
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(iiii) Changes and discomforts in pregnancy

“There aremanychanges, physical andpsychological, everythinghappens at the same time (…) naus-
eas, see our body change… it's not easy, we stay a little fragile with everything, sometimes when I realize
I'm crying. ”G7

Discussion:

After analysing the contexts in pregnancy, we found that the living and experience of motherhood are
involved inamixofemotionsandsensations.Our interviewees referred to fetalmovements andultrasound
visualization as a remarkable experience, consideringmotherhood a realization of a dream, allowing their
personal fulfilment. Motherhood is seen as something unique and special in a woman's life, implying the
combination of positive and negative aspects, reward and sacrifices.Woman cannot hide the desire to be a
mother and even through somedifficulties, she advances towards the realization of her dream [4].
Our participants mentioned that there are many changes and discomforts in pregnancy, which agrees

with other authors whomention that pregnancy is a complex event, involving physical, physiological and
emotional changes in awoman's life, interferingwith her daily life and the entire family [5].
This research allowsus to understandhowmotherhood is lived and experiencedby thesewomen, evid-

encing their concerns and feelings.The samplewas carried out only in central region hospitals, but it could
have been beneficial, ifwe apply this study to the north and south of Portugal.
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